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Our people's juror to the people's court of trial activities, in addition to the 
presiding judge shall enjoy equal rights with judges to sit on a trial, the factual 
predicate, the law applicable, to independently exercise their voting rights. This is the 
people's juror system in the form of legal terms in China, nature to the assessor system. 
This article will tell the jury system for the traditional jury system and the assessor 
system, in spite of their same origin. But simply running out of the system level, the 
two forms really have a great difference, and are two very typical systems. The 
division is more conducive for us to distinguish the two systems in a relatively 
opposition and the features each other. It helps us study the people's juror system in 
our country. As a legal system, the people's juror system has what functions and what 
problems exist, how to develop? In this connection, the article first introduces the jury 
system in the history of the origins and development, and then the origins and 
development of the people's juror system. Secondly, in the analysis of the people's 
juror system actual state, we will come to the existence of the problems in our 
people's juror system. It includes the power of people's juror and the function of the 
system having been weakened. The analysis on causes is special traditional culture 
and the alienation of the jurisdiction. Finally, for the above-mentioned reasons, the 
article gives us the future legal thinking of the people’s juror system. But the last part 
of this article does not make a detailed design, but provide a way of thinking. First, 
the article combines the jurisprudential theory with the realistic possibility of 
improving the system, and then presents proposals for improvement from the 
mentality and institutions. Thinking of the constitutional basis, democracy and the 
function of our people's juror system, there is reasonable and should be actively 
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展过程。④1949 年《共同纲领》和 1951 年《人民法院暂行组织条例》规定了陪










法》又没有规定陪审制度，但 1983 年《人民法院组织法》、1991 年《民事诉讼
法》、1989 年《行政诉讼法》和 1996 年《刑事诉讼法》都对陪审制度作了规定，
                                                        
① 曾宪义,主编.中国法制史[M].北京:中国人民大学出版社,2000.261-262. 
② 张晋藩.中国法制通史-第十卷[M].北京:法律出版社,1999.253. 
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